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Thanks to the Statehood Quarter Program, coin collecting has never been more popular. And to

take advantage of this new interest in the hobby, we're giving our complete line of Whitman Classic

Coin Folders a beautiful new look.-- Multi-million dollar cover updates for the entire Whitman line!--

True-to-life foil colors reflect and beautifully represent the coins each folder holds -- e.g. Copper foil

for Lincoln Cents, Silver foil for Jefferson Nickels.-- Traditional Whitman blue vinyl matches past

Whitman products.
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Whitman Coin Folders, the industry standard in coin housing, offers another solid coin folder

designed to house Eisenhower Dollars from 1971-1978 and Susan B. Anthony Dollars from

1979-1981. Be warned, that the book does not include the latest information on the 1999 release of

the Anthony dollars, however, there is space in the book to write them in.

I've been collecting circulated coins since I was a child. One day my dad took me to the department

store and we bought a series of Whitman coin folders.The Eisenhower-Anthony Dollars coin folder

has plenty of slots to keep every major variation of the circulated sets of both dollars. The book is

identical in size and design as the majority of their coin folders, meaning it will look great next to

your other coin books.On this particular book, there are 6 extra slots for the Eisenhower dollars (one

of my favorite coins) where you can show the reverses (which in case you are unfamiliar with these

coins there are two major reverses: (1) an Apollo 9 patch design, and (2) a bicentennial design.



There is a single extra slot for the Susan B. Anthony dollars, but fortunately the Anthony dollar one

has one reverse.The folder also has a fairly complete (and interesting) history of both dollars. My

version of the folder actually includes updated circulation amounts for all the coins, including the

1999 Anthony dollars.My suggestion is that this gift would be perfect for a child who is having visits

from the tooth fairy. The fairy could easily buy some Ikes and Anthony dollars in anticipation of

future tooth business. And then the next morning you can collect the fairy's gifts with your child.

I have purchased three Whitman coin folders and had trouble getting the coins in all of them

because the circular holes were not cut large enough. When I tried to put the coins in one of the

folders the backing cover split and now you can put your finger through the hole. I've always

purchased Whitman in the past without problems but apparently they no longer have quality control

over their products. As a further warning: I also bought some Warman's folders and the circular

holes would not keep the coins in--they were cut too large and the coins kept falling out every time I

tried to close the folder. Although these folders were glossier they weren't even as good as the

defective Whitman folders. None of them were worth the money paid.

Nice looking album but I could not press the Eisenhower dollars in the holes unless I used a

hammer. Once in, they are very tight but difficult to get pressed in

I love these folders so much! They are easy to slip coins into and hold up well! Would definitely

recommend to others!

Great place to store and collect silver dollars! Tge only issue I found is that the 1999 Anthony

Dollars dont have mint production numbers but all other slot do have mint production numbers.

no frills coin holder for beginner collector - if you are going to collect unc and proof coins go to an

album instead - otherwise this is perfect for collecting the dates you need

This is a great coin book. It was part of gift for my grandfather who just loves collecting all kinds of

coins. Great product, high quality and arrived within two days
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